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A Word about being a member, and being a “voting member”. 

Constitutions are a bit like our lower backs – when everything is going okay we barely think about them. But if 
something goes out of order they can be quite a pain! Our congregation has a constitution, and just like any 
constitution, it sets the rules and regulations by which St Michael’s is governed. One of the most important 
provisions of the constitution is the section on membership. 

First things first…the main purpose of every church is to welcome people IN, and never to keep them out! The 
more members we have the better! That is the same for St Michael’s of course: we want to KEEP as many 
members as possible. Also, it’s important to remember that a person does not have to actually be a member to 
attend worship services, to work at the bazaar, or to come to Seumi Seura or other events. All are welcome! 

At the same time, especially in order to stay within the bounds of Quebec law, it is important that the voting 
membership of an organization that can buy or sell land, or give tax receipts, is fixed and certain. 

The way that our constitution does this is to follow a practice that is true for almost every Lutheran congregation in 
Canada. That practice is this: once a person is a member (usually either by confirmation or by transfer or by 
confession of faith), in order to remain an adult member, in any calendar year a person needs either to contribute 
monies or to have communed at the Lord’s Table. The congregation, in its annual meeting, has the right to 
recognize special circumstances such as shut-ins. But the main point is that anyone who has neither contributed 
nor communed in a year is normally deemed to have lost interest in the congregation and after a suitable period, 
say another year, for contact, is taken off of membership lists. This helps us to safeguard against having members 
who, for instance, have moved years ago back to Finland, who have died, or who now live in another city such as 
Toronto. 

One of the main confusions of “ethnic” churches is the idea that just because one is Finnish, one is automatically a 
member of the church. This may be true in some of Europe’s state churches, but it is certainly not true here, 
whether for Finns, or Estonians, or Latvians, or any group. Another confusion is related to families. Again, once a 
child of the congregation becomes an adult, they are ALWAYS still welcome! But they do not keep their adult and 
voting membership status simply because a parent (or grandparent) is a voting member. Once a person is an adult, 
the provision that they must either contribute or commune in order to keep their vote comes into effect. 

The church council is doing its very best to ensure that it has an accurate, up-to-date membership list. After much 
work, we think we have a fairly accurate count, which has been posted at the church home. Please come and make 
sure your name is on that paper. We are also enclosing an offering envelope with this letter, so that the appeal (see 
the other side of the letter) can be as effective as possible. If you choose to make a donation, please make sure to 
write your full name and address clearly. 

St. Michael’s has a wonderful church family, as you who are an active part of it know! If you are not active, but 
would like to be, please speak to either the council chairperson or secretary. We would be glad to help out! 

Sincerely, 

Pastor Matthew Anderson, interim pastor 




